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FOR QUESTIONS MISSED IN THE CARE OPINION WEBINAR FOR VICTORIAN SMALL
RURAL HEALTH SERVICES

Enable a clear, timely, public, constructive conversation about care.
Make giving feedback safe and easy for consumers, residents, family representatives,
service users and carers.
Encourage authentic feedback, based in personal experience.
Treat staff legally and fairly.

Removing the job title (e.g. Nurse Unity Manager, Receptionist) and replacing it with a
generic title (e.g. Senior Clinician, Administration staff member)
Assigning the story to a hospital rather than the department within the hospital
Assigning the story to a region instead of a hospital. 

Q 1. What experience do the moderators have, and does the organisation have oversight of
the modified post published on the site?

SHORT ANSWER
Our moderators have a collective five (5) years of experience moderating stories. They are
fully trained in moderating stories in accordance with our Moderation Principles, and apply
them stringently to ensure all stories adhere to our ‘Keeping Everyone Safe’ policy.
One of our key ethos is that storytellers are more likely to be completely honest due to the
anonymity the Care Opinion platform offers. For this reason, services are not granted access
to the unmoderated version of a story as, for the most part, it could lead to the storyteller
being identified. 

EXPLANATION
Our moderators have a collective five (5) years of experience moderating stories. To give you
some context, they moderated a total of 2, 847 stories in a single year, between 31 August
2020 and 1 September 2021.

They are fully trained in moderating stories in accordance with our four Moderation
Principles:

1.
2.

3.
4.

Our moderators apply these principles stringently to ensure all stories adhere to our ‘Keeping
Everyone Safe’ policy. The policy is designed to ensure storyteller remain anonymous and
staff stay safe in the public domain, which includes removing all staff names, genders and
personal descriptions from any negative comments. 

At times, our moderators will suspect that a story may lead to the staff member being
identified regardless of the initial moderation of the story. In those cases, they contact the
Site Administrator overseeing the Care Opinion platform for a service prior to publication to
determine ways to protect the staff member, such as: 
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EXPLANATION - Cont.
Of equal importance is for our moderators to protect the anonymity of storytellers as this is a
primary ethos of our organisation. This is because storytellers are more likely to be
completely honest due to the anonymity the Care Opinion platform offers. For this reason,
services are not granted access to the unmoderated version of a story as, for the most part, it
could lead to the storyteller being identified. 

We recognise that in the beginning, staff will wish to identify the author prior to responding
to the story. This often occurs from the instinct to fix the individual’s circumstance rather
than using it to identify issues that may have led to the storyteller’s concern (e.g. the need for
staff training in empathy or a process around COVID check-ins that could be improved). 

Our team offers training and individualised support to responders who would like guidance in
responding to challenging circumstances. 

Stories can be told by loved ones, carers and friends of behalf of consumers. Staff can also
do this. It is simply a matter of identifying their role when telling the story, as per the
image below. 

Q.2 What options do you have for people with low literacy levels or visual que readers? 

We have a few options for consumers who low literacy levels or visual impairment. 

People can tell stories using words and/or pictures. During the ‘tell your story’ process,
they can

For more on how to add pictures to a story, please visit https://vimeo.com/237113786 

a. select pictures that represents their story
b. move them across the page along the scale of emotions (e.g. happy to not happy).

https://vimeo.com/237113786
https://vimeo.com/237113786


People can write their story on our reply-paid, self-sealing leaflets that can be ordered
from our organisation. These tri-fold pages allow consumers to write their story and post
it in to us where our moderators enter the story into the system on their behalf. 

Phone us to tell your story to a Care Opinion moderator over the phone. This option is
available to anyone who does not have access to a device or is not comfortable writing
their story down. Our moderators ensure the consumer understands that the site is public
and the story will be moderated, take the story down over the phone and enter the story
into the system on their behalf. 

EXPLANATION cont.

It is valuable to know that not a single story goes live on our site before it has been seen and
processed by a moderator. We welcome staff to have a go at telling a story themselves so
they are familiar with the process. All we need them to do is let us know that it is a test story
by entering words to that effect in the story content or title.  We then delete the story from
the platform so nobody else ever sees it. 

Q.3 Will this replace the VHES for small, rural health services?

The Victorian Agency for Health Information have advised that this will not replace the VHES.
Rather, they suggest that the Care Opinion platform may be complementary solution to the
VHES, particularly for small, rural health services. 

Shaun Maher spoke into the complementary nature of the platform during our webinar. He
shared an example of the different feedback provided by the one consumer via two different
platforms. In a survey, the answer was entirely positive, whereas the story they told on Care
Opinion gave an entirely different perspective that enabled the service to implement real,
tangible but simple changes. We recommend that you listen to Shaun’s account of this case
in our webinar snippet here.

https://vimeo.com/598639225

